General database systems are described from the General Systems Theoretical (GST) framework. In this context traditional information theoretical (statistical) and general information theoretical (fuzzy measure and set theoretical, possibilistic, and random set theoretical) representations are derived. A preliminary formal framework is introduced.
Introduction
The Computer Research and Applications group (CIC-3) of the Los Alamos National Laboratory is deeply interested in a number of database problems related to "data mining" in general [3], and fraud and anomaly detection in particular. Such problems are typically plagued by a number of distinct challenges, including high complexity and dimensionality of the data, and multiple forms and sources of uncertainty.
Motivated by these problems, this paper lays some initial groundwork for the integration of three distinct formal fields: database theory [2] concerns the structures and processes of (usually relational) database information systems; general systems theory (GST) [5] is a general formal theory for representing and modeling systems of all kinds; and general information theory (GIT) [7] is the general theory for representing uncertainty and information in systems.
After some mathematical preliminaries, we first lay out some formal definitions relating database theory to GST, including a number of GIT structures which fall out naturally. We then introduce bipartate graphical representations of two dimensional projections, and finally introduce random set representations in the context of both complete and incomplete information.
Mathematical Preliminaries
Denote INM := { 1 , 2 , . . . , M } and IN := I N , .
Denote a vector 2 := ( x~, z z , .
. Given a probability space ( X , C , Pr), then a func- 
AjEF(S) A j E F ( S )
Given a random set S, then denote two evidence When T ( S ) is specific, so that VAj E 7 , lAjl = 1, then P1= Bel is a probability measure with distribution p . When T ( S ) is consonant, so that VAj,Aj, E F, either Aj 5 Aj, or Aj 2 Aj, , then P1 is a possibility measure with distribution p . Finally, when F is just consistent, so that C ( S ) # 0, then while P1 is not a possibility measure, still p satisfies the properties of a possibility distribution, and a unique, best approximating possibility measure 11* is available. Note that consonance implies consistency.
Projections and Extensions of Relations
We now recapitulate some of the essential points of database theory 
which are the K variables of the Z.
More generally, assume two sets of indices
, and define this as the
is just the sub-vector of 3 containing both the K and the K' variables. Here, if K' C K then the extension is meaningless.
Databases
Define a collection X := (ZI,&, . . . , 2~) = (Zj) , j E INN, as a vector of the records Zj E X . X is usually represented tabularly as a matrix with N rows (data items) and A4 columns (fields, dimensions). Denote
Assume a subset of indices on the observations Y C J". Then denote Y := (31j),VZj E Y . Call this "subsetting". Usually Y must be specified according to some condition or values of the 2, for example Y := {Z E X : z 1 = x:}, for some x; E X I . We will shorten this sometimes, for example here by denoting
Projecting reduces the number of columns of the database, and subsetting the number of rows of the database. These can be combined, considering the subsetted database Y being projected through the K dimensions. Thus denote a database proper as a sys-
Clearly V is a sufficient representation of a real database. Since the X i are assumed finite, scalar variables will be represented ordinally by some appropriate binning. In the limit, this will reflect the finite precision of the computer representation. Nor are we currently considering relational databases, but rather a simple flat table, perhaps produced by a large join over many component tables. Once we fully attach the entropy and nonspecificity measures, in both their simple and multi-variate forms, to the additive and maxitive functions respectively, then we are more or less equipped to apply many of the standard set of GST 
Example
As , x') ), or d2 ( ( x1 , 9 ) ) as appropriate, and the label on a node xi E X i is the marginal ci(zi), f i ( x i ) , or ri(xi). Note that the unlabeled version of the graph is simply a representation of I or R: those nodes which have ever been seen, and are thus connected with some positive probability or possibility, are present.
Random Set Representations
For continued simplicity, again assume K = { 1,2}. 
firthermore, this structural information is completely derivable from the joint distribution f I 2 . Instead, what we are especially interested in is situations where there is incomplete information, which only the random set model can represent.
Consider the situation where we have good statistical information about one field X1 in a database, but only weak structural or coupling information about how that variable is related to another X2. Thus, continuing our example, we are given f 1 , and I , but not the other marginal f 2 or the joint f 1 2 . In our example, this would be represented by the table a .34
.56
where ? indicates any number in (O,l] , or in other words just that 1 1 2 = 1 in that cell. This is shown graphically in Fig. 3. .
34
.
.56
Figure 3: Random set S1 when only f1 and I are known.
In this case while we can determine f12(c, z) = .56 and f12 (6, y) = .lo, still f12 (a, z) and f12 (a, y) have a degree of freedom between them, and each is bounded within (0, .34) .
In general the f l2 are vastly underdetermined by f1 and I , and only the random set representation S1 is sufficient. In particular, p will be an upper bound on a class of functions which approximate a probability distribution which f would impose on f 7 Conclusions [9] Shaf€er, Gary P.: (1997) The expected behavior of joint and conditional information measures under each of the operations of projection, subsetting, and refining; Extension of induced random sets to IKI > 2;
The relationship between the properties of databases and the topological structure of the corresponding induced random sets;
And finally, and most importantly, the relationship between the directly derived information functions f and T and the corresponding induced random set distributions p, especially when p is itself either additively f or maxitive 7r.
